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Principal’s
Message
The Spring Term is always exceptionally busy at the

academy, and this year has been no different. Evident
from the activities taking place, this terms newsletter has
captured just some of the many exciting events at Ark
Boulton.
In January we had our first Progress Review Day of 2018.
Progress Review Day allows parents to discuss their child’s
progress with their academic teachers on a one to one
basis. These meetings take place consistently throughout
the year, allowing parents to have an active involvement in
their child’s development and education.
We had brilliant feedback from parents and below are just
a few comments from the vast amount we received. Thank
you for all your great feedback and positivity.
“The staff really motivate and encourage my child to
achieve more in every aspect of learning. Such an
encouraging environment.” Mrs Bibi, Parent of Year 10
student.
“The academy is getting better by the day with standards
and teaching. I can see this when meeting teachers and
looking at my child’s progress.” Mr Zaman, Parent of Year
9 student.

“The academy has always been great
and the behaviour and learning of
children praiseworthy. I am confident
my child will go on to achieve great
things.”
Mrs Islam
Parent of Year 8 student
1

More recently, we have launched our newly selected
Student and Sports Leadership Team. Up to thirty
students from across the academy have been carefully
selected to give students a real sense of responsibility in
supporting the academy outside the classroom.
They have been allocated personalised outerwear and so
are easily identifiable by other students and staff if they
need to approach them for help. This initiative will ensure
students develop their leadership and communication
skills. The student leadership team have been helping
peers during enrichment activities and supporting
transition throughout the academy. We are very proud
of the responsibilities they have taken to so naturally and
are excited to see their development in the up and coming
months.
I would also like to say a special thank you to our whole
community and the Ark Boulton Family who have and
continue to, endlessly give to those in need through
fundraising activities. In the recent months gone by we
have collectively raised over £800 for various causes and
charities including, St Basils, Macmillan Cancer Research,
Langar Project and Fair Trade UK.
Please take note of the key term dates to remember on
page 16.
Finally, Easter is a time for unity and love and a timely
reminder to be appreciative for the blessings we all have.
Have a peaceful break and enjoy your holidays with
family, friends and the community.

H K Channa JP
Principal
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New Student Leadership Team Uniform

“Reading encourages curiosity, deep thinking and lively discussions.
It helps to support and develop literacy and learning skills and
develops our imagination. The enjoyment of reading is a mine of treasure
that you can escape into!”
Mrs Smith, Ark Boulton Librarian.

In an ever increasing digital and online environment, the Ark Boulton Library is flourishing as students as well as
staff, advocate the need to have physical resources in the form of books and take advantage of the IT facilities.

Our library not only offers a quiet space for students to read and work in, but also provides a creative environment for
group work, workshops, homework club, research and even a stationary stall.
“The library is a hub and a key element to the academy. It is important because it helps all members of our
community, students, staff and families, to gain new knowledge, skills for learning and personal development that will
be used throughout their lives.” Mrs Smith.
At Ark Boulton, we are dedicated to serving the community in order to provide young people with the skills required
to succeed in life, whether that be to advance on to higher education, training, or a career of their choice. Literacy has a
huge impact on this success and this is why we highly value its’ importance at our academy.
Our students benefit from ‘Lead Learning Time’, a daily session which allows for collective reading with peers and staff.
The programme has been specifically designed and tailored to our students exposing them to a range of texts, outside
of the English curriculum, allowing them to improve their vocabulary, their cultural capital and most importantly,
improve their life chances beyond Ark Boulton.
In order to highlight the enjoyment and ‘fun factor’ of reading, we took part in National Storytelling Week and World
Book Day this term and got involved in fun filled activities for both staff and students. See the highlights from the days
opposite. Can you guess what characters we dressed up as?
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Boulton
			Bookworms
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“Walking Talking Mocks”

You may or may not be familiar with the term

‘walking talking mocks’ which have become more
popular as a form of revision for our Year 11 students.
The idea behind them is to enable students to experience
examination conditions before the actual exams.
As per a usual mock, students sit in their designated
examination seats and work through a mock paper.
However, the difference with a walking talking mock is
students are guided through the paper at the same time
with a teaching member of staff. They are walked through
the questions, given guidance on how to plan for specific
question types, taking notes and underlining key words,
and what to reference back to.

“We select teachers to deliver the mocks in
the large school hall, this way all students
receive the same great advice and guidance.
Walking talking mocks are a great form of
measurable impact, and have shown
significant improvement in the
performance of our Year 11 students.”
Ms Entwistle, Vice Principal
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Students follow through the paper with the teachers
paper projected live on a large screen. This helps gives
students a visual guide, which for most, helps recall
information more easily. Students are allocated a suitable
amount of time to answer the questions and then the
answers are discussed at the end to evaluate.
After a Physics walk and talk exam, a student
commented: “That was so worthwhile, my teacher
pointed out something in a question that I wouldn’t have
seen which would have made me lose 2 marks, that’s the
difference between me receiving a grade 8 or a grade 9.”
“This tells me why I’m carrying out walking talking
mocks, but more significantly it is a student telling me
why I should keep doing them.” Ms Sutton, Director of
Science and Innovation.

Fifteen secondary schools from the Ark Network battled it out for victory in the Senior Great Debate Championships.
The event was held at Dartmouth House, London. Students discussed diverse issues such as allowing performanceenhancing drugs to be used in sports and whether there should be a ban on music that glorifies violence.

Ark Boulton Academy was prepared and ready to take on the challenges of the day. In the first round, Sher (Y10),
Rebekah (Y10) and Areeba (Y7) debated the motion ‘this house would allow performance enhancing drugs.’ Ark
Boulton was selected to debate against Ark St Alban’s Academy. Rebekah set the scene for the argument to allow
performance-enhancing drugs, whilst Areeba confidently and wonderfully articulated her point of the importance of
allowing those who are in need of medicine to participate in sports. Areeba stood out with her exuberant energy and
strong presence.
Overall, Ark Boulton debaters were keen, resilient, articulate and organised when putting their points across. They
worked together as a team to inform each other’s responses, therefore were able to come out on top against Ark St
Albans Academy debaters. We were victorious in parts of our debates with Rebekah winning a trophy for the best
question; this was in recognition of her initiative and bravery in being part of the floor debates.

In the ‘unseen debate’ round Deqa (Y10), Ishaq (Y7) and Areeba (Y7) were asked to argue in favour of banning school
uniform. Students spent five minutes talking, sharing notes, and coming up with ideas. They were able to organise
themselves without teacher intervention, and held their own argument very well. The judge complimented our
academy for forming divergent ideas that were intuitive and which showed a critical thought process. The judge further
credited our students with their confident mannerisms when debating and for clearly structuring ideas amongst
themselves.
The team was coached by Ark Boulton’s English teacher Ms Ismail, who said: “It was an honour to work with these
dedicated students. They were able to develop their talents for public speaking and debating social issues; as well as
becoming resilient and confident debaters. The Ark Debating Competition brought out the best in these students, as
I was able to witness them exhibiting care and consideration towards one another and other students. Well done Ark
Boulton debaters.”

Ark Debate
Championships
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As part of the Virtues Curriculum, our ‘Rights andResponsibilities
Day’ focused on students giving back to the community and
looking at their rights as young people in Britain. We had a brilliant
day full of workshops provided by external guests and staff on site.

Year 7
Our Year 7 students prepared a special tea for visitors from local
care homes. They focused on writing poetry and short stories,
creating handmade cards with personalised messages, and musical
performances for when our visitors arrived. The aim of this task was
to enable our students to engage with those members of the
community who have had a huge influence on our history and
environment and provide them with a memorable event to attend.

Rights &
			Responsibilities
			Day
This enabled our students to develop their confidence by speaking
in public and sharing their written work with others.
“I really enjoyed listening to their stories about when they went to
school.” Year 7 student
“A lot of work has gone into this day and the messages inside the
cards are really lovely!” Helen Neal, Visitor.
Year 8
Students benefited from a day of workshops by external providers
and drama productions from ‘Loud Mouth UK’. The theme was to
explore our virtue themes of compassion and highlighted the
importance of listening to one another. The productions explored
the notion of respect and compassion between different relationships and how behaviour can affect them.
“We learnt that everyone has rights of their own, but also others
have their own rights and we have to work together as a team to
understand each other and help each other.” Year 8 student.
Later in the afternoon, students went to the Ackers Activity Centre
to take part in team building activities to put in practice what they
had discussed during the day.
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Year 9
Year 9 learnt about the rights and responsibility we have towards
our environment. Part of that is giving back to the community by
carrying out an environmental survey and heading out to litter pick
in the local community.
Year 10
Year 10 have been managing the Zero Hunger Project for the
academy. Staff, students and parents donated food items and
clothing for the charitable project. On the day, Year 10 created
individual packages for the charity to collect with personalised
messages for the recipient. The Zero Hunger Project Team collected
the packages and delivered them to the homeless and needy for the
colder months.
Year 11
As it is such a crucial year of their secondary education, Year 11
took advantage of the day and prepped themselves for the exam
season. Staff ensured students benefited from revision techniques
and created personalised timetables to help them revise throughout
the year. External providers ‘Positively Mad’ are a specialist group
who provide dedicated revision resources. Year 11 also benefited
from a taster day at Ark St Alban’s Sixth Form where students learnt
more about sixth form provisions, career progression and managing
college interviews and expectations.

“A lot of work has gone into this
day and the messages inside the
cards are really lovely!”
Helen Neal
Visitor to Ark Boulton’s R&R Day
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Ark Apprenticeship Mentoring

Gold at the Birmingham Games!

Nine Year 11 students are currently taking part in the Ark
Apprenticeship Mentoring Programme. The aim of the
programme is to provide students with the ability to
expose and familiarise themselves with their career
options and the working world. The programme is fully
supported by corporate partners including Ambition
School Leadership, AON, Urban Growth Company and
LM-JV. The partners help students to develop and hone
key skills, and help deliver various workshops around
interview techniques, presentation skills, and a Dragon’s
Den style pitch.

Another great victory for our Para Football Team who
came first place to win the Birmingham School Winter
Games Finals.

The most recent workshop was held at Aston University
and allowed students to complete tasks to develop their
problem solving, communication and decision making
skills. Students had to work in teams and negotiate
towards a solution.

We retained our number one spot by becoming the
champions once again!

As reigning champions from 2017, there was immense
pressure on our team to win. As ever, Ark Boulton
remained calm and played really well. The teamwork
was commendable. The opposing team, City Academy,
were piling on the pressure however Team Boulton
stayed strong. One of our students had a minor setback
but showed resilience and continued to play.

And in oth

The scenario was based around
a ‘Space Survival’ activity,
where the students or ‘crew’
face mechanical difficulties
whilst on their mission and are forced to land in an
emergency. The majority of the equipment is damaged,
and to survive, students need to reach the mother ship
with only a few critical items available during the long
trip.

How did the crew decide what items to take? Who would
carry them? How would you determine what or who is
more important? Did they face any conflict within the
group?
The task was enjoyable and exciting and really helped
develop students skills. “Year 11 were phenomenal and
clearly showcased the use of all of our academy virtues
during the task and whilst meeting mentors and
workshop facilitators.” Mr Sandhu, Year 11 Achievement
Leader.
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A huge shout-out to all our students who took part in
the games, two claps, two stomps!

Virtues Expositions

Year 7 Symphony Hall Visit

At Ark Boulton we believe that preparing students for
life in modern Britain includes providing opportunities
for students to develop morally, socially, spiritually and
culturally. These themes run throughout the formal
curriculum.

On Friday 2nd February, the whole of Year 7 took a trip
to Central Birmingham to see our world famous City of
Birmingham’s Symphony Orchestra (the CBSO for short)
perform at the Symphony Hall, a world class performance
venue.

To enable the spiritual and moral development of
students, the academy’s values are predicated on ten
virtues which we seek to make explicit and relate to
day to day life in the academy and the wider world. In
order to complement this approach, each week there is a
specific virtue theme and related ‘key question’. During
assembly and form time students consider the impact of
these virtues on their own lives, their community and
wider world.

Year 7 watched an hour long concert which took them
on a journey of music through time, starting right back
in the Renaissance period, through to Baroque, Classical
and Romantic music, finishing with a modern day piece
of minimalism which they were able to help create
themselves through body percussion.

Students demonstrate their understanding of these
themes and issues through group discussion, personal
reflection, written reflections and by composing
expositions. In the weeks to come, we will be sharing
these expositions by our students on our website and on
our Twitter and Facebook pages. Do follow us to able to
view these amazing, inspirational videos.

hall in our very own city. Since the trip, Ms Al-Hanoush
has been inundated with questions Year 7 have been
raising about the instruments and composers they heard
on the day in their subsequent music lessons and is very
impressed with their knowledge retained from the trip.

It was fantastic to watch over 7,000 pupils from
different schools, being introduced to the orchestra and
its’ repertoire (some for the first time) in such a beautiful

her news...
Well done Year 7!
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What is International Women’s Day?

International Women’s Day is a celebration and

recognition of the achievements of women across the
world, throughout time, whether that be within cultural,
social, economic, academic or political sectors.
At Ark Boulton, we endeavour to provide our students
with amazing opportunities and are aware that due to
gender stereotypes, some opportunities may not be as
popular with our female students as with male students.
Awareness days and campaigns such as these only help
drive our curriculum, helping us to broaden our
academic opportunities and experiences and prepare our
students well for the challenges of the 21st Century.
One example of how we are continuously working to
break down gender stereotypes is with our ‘Girls Active’
project, an initiative to help girls engage within sport
and games, whilst recognising their individual needs. We
recognise the importance of engagement in sport and
physical activity at our academy, for the maintenance
of health, and development of social skills, but also to
encourage female student leaders in sport.
Along with our female sport leaders, as an academy,
we run regular events and enrichment clubs to engage
more and more female peers into sport. Weekly activities
include dance lessons, football coaching, cricket, and fun
and games.
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“I am unbelievably proud with the level of engagement
and energy from the girls. They really threw themselves
in, trying new sports and making new friends.” Mrs.
Huckstep, Director of Health & Wellbeing.
Is there anyone in your life who you aspire to, or helps
inspire you to become a better version of yourself?
Some of Ark Boulton’s Inspirational Female Leaders
(below). Inspirational Women throughout history
(opposite).

Mother Teresa | 1910 - 1997
A selfless individual who decided to dedicate her
whole life to help the poor and unfortunate. In 1979
she was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize for her lifelong
charity work.

Nicola Adams | 1982 - Present
The first woman to win an Olympic boxing title in
2012 and 2016 winning Olympic Gold Medals. An
amazing achievement within a sport which is usually
considered to be male dominated.

“Spread love everywhere you go. Let no one ever come
to you without leaving happier.” Mother Teresa.

Anousheh Ansari | 1966 - Present
Amelia Earhart | 1897 - 1939
The first female pilot to fly solo across the Atlantic
Ocean. Being a pilot was hugely considered to be a
“male job” and Amelia’s bravery inspired many women
to fight the stereotypes in the working world.
“The most effective way to do it, is to do it.”
Amelia Earhart.

Anousheh, an engineer with a masters degree in
engineering and computer science, became the first
Muslim woman in space in 2006. After her flight she
commented, “I hope to inspire everyone, especially
young people, women and young girls all over the
world to not give up their dreams and to pursue them.
It may seem impossible at times, but I believe they
can realise their dreams if they keep it in their hearts,
nurture it, and look for opportunities and make those
opportunities happen.”
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We raised £75.38 at our fair trade bake sale!

Student Leadership Team Uniform

Boulto
Ga
Gratitude Club - saying thanks to the Ark Network

Mental Health Awareness Day - Healthy Eating
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Mrs Andrews - our very own Writer in
Residence!

Birmingham School Games

on
allery

Boulton Expositions

Dhol Drum Practice

Mental Health Awareness Day - Keeping Active

Year 11 Woman in Black Theatre Visit

British Science Week

Music Therapy
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Get to
know me...
In this new feature to The Boulton, you’ll get a chance to find out more about members of staff in
the academy. What kind of hobbies do they have, what subject is their favourite, and why did they
join the Ark Boulton Family?

NAME: Mrs H K Channa JP
OCCUPATION: Principal
What does the JP at the end of your name stand for?
“It means a justice of peace, a judicial officer. I strongly
believe that community service; taking pride in our
environment and helping those who are less fortunate than
ourselves is not only our civic duty but these actions
underpin the very fabric that makes us human beings. It is
a privilege to be able to serve my community as a
Magistrate.”
What and where did you study when you were at school
or university?
“I studied at the University of Wolverhampton where I
completed my BSc (Hons) in Biological Sciences, PGCE
in Science and MA in Leadership and Management in
Education.”
Why did you choose to study science?
“I love science! It allows you to be ambitious,to stretch
yourself and ask questions like what would happen if..? Or
why does that happen..? Science is daring and it allows us
to debate the ethics of the world we live in. The unlimited
potential in science is exciting, and that’s why I find it so
amazing!”
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What made you go in to teaching as a profession?
“I firmly believe that education is ‘the most powerful
weapon for changing the world.’ I believe it is the right of
every child that they have access to an excellent standard of
education. I am passionate about all children being able to
pursue the career of their choice and becoming very
successful in their chosen field. Thus making them role
models for their younger siblings, being able to support
their parents, giving back and to up skill their community.”

Sum up your role in one sentence...
“My role can only be described as an honour!
As educationalists we are responsible for shaping the
minds and attitudes of the next generation. Young
people who are strong in character and resilient.
Young people who are humble, compassionate and
understand they have a responsibility to upskill and
leave their local and global communities in a
stronger place for the generation that follows. Put into
practice, it will empower a generation to serve the
community they live in; supporting those who are less
fortunate, developing an understanding of current
challenges which need to be overcome one action at a
time.”
Favourite past times?
“Outside my teaching role I love to read about science
and law. I also love to travel! I have been to Uganda,
Delhi, Las Vegas, Qatar, Phuket, Malaysia, New York
and Australia – a few of my most memorable
destinations. The opportunity to meet new people,
experience different cultures, and try new foods is
a real passion of mine. It also makes me appreciate
further how virtues such as respect, tolerance,
compassion and humility are not exclusive to any
faith or culture but are the common thread between
all human beings.”
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Key Dates
29th March - Last day of Spring Term
30th March - Easter Holidays
Academy closed to all students.
16th - 17th April - Academy Inset Days
Academy closed to all students.
18th April 2018 - First day of Summer Term
All students to return to the academy.

We’re on Facebook & Twitter
Follow us @ArkBoulton for daily updates
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The Ark Boulton Pledge is our commitment to the

students of the academy to ensure they have a broad and
enriching experience that goes beyond the standard offer
of the traditional curriculum. We believe this is
important as these experiences will help to shape young
people’s aspirations, build cultural capital, develop
character and good relationships as well as give students
an equality of opportunity so that they can go onto
compete for the best university places with other young
people from across the country. Pledge day activities are
offered to students as part of our wider curriculum offer
and we value educating the whole child in terms of
developing a wealth of experience, an appreciation of
themselves in terms of the wider world, building
character and fostering a sense of adventure.
Our first Pledge day was back in October and saw the
whole academy going off site for the day to a range of
venues both in the Midlands such as the Think tank
Science Centre and The Black Country Museum as well
as visiting sites of historical and national importance in
London such as the Greenwich Observatory, St Paul’s
Cathedral and the Natural History Museum. The
purpose behind these visits was very much to develop the
cultural capital of our students and give them a first-hand
wider and deeper appreciation of the texts and topics they
would be meeting as part of their programme of study.
This enrichment day was aimed more at the development
of character, building communication and teamwork
skills, getting a deeper concept of the nation’s history and
taking the time to get a richer understanding of
Shakespeare’s Macbeth.
Year 7 visited historic Warwick Castle gaining a deeper
insight as to how the past was shaped right on our
doorstep. Students learned first-hand about the
development of castles and their importance in defining
the political landscape since the Norman invasion. Along
the way there were plenty of opportunities for laughter as
well.
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Boulton
			Pledge Day

Year 8 set off to learn more about the diverse nature of
the community of which they are a part of by visiting
places of worship. As part of a walking tour students
visited St Johns’ Church where they took part in
activities to gain a better appreciation of this historic
building right in the midst of our local area. Students
also visited the Guru Nanak Gurdwara on the Stratford
Road and had the opportunity to gain an insight into the
beliefs and customs of other faith groups. In both cases
the questions asked by students showed thoughtfulness
and insight.
Our students exemplified, as they always do, that they are
excellent ambassadors for the academy and their
community by demonstrating respect and
appreciation towards the representatives from both faith
groups.
The snow has just gone and there was still a chill in the
air but this didn’t deter Year 9 from donning their PE
uniform and outdoor kit for a day of challenges at the
Ackers Adventure Centre. Coming back a little
muddy but with glowing complexions, wide smiles (and
no doubt tired) students took part in a range of activities
designed to test them individually and as a part of a team.
Archery, climbing, skiing and orienteering pushed
students out of their comfort zone as they gained a
deeper realisation that communication, co-operation
and compassion are indispensable qualities and which
strengthen us as individuals and as part of a community.
Key Stage 4 students had the full use of the academy site
for the day. Ask any English specialist and they will tell
you that Shakespeare was written to be seen, not just read
so Year 10 and Year 11 students had the opportunity to
dive deeply into Macbeth as a theatre company visited
for the day. Having read the play as part of the GCSE
English curriculum students gained a deeper appreciation
of one of Shakespeare’s most famous tragedies.
Following on from watching the dramatisation students
then took part in workshops led by their English
teachers to captialise on the experience and
strengthen their ability to critically analyse the text in
terms of dramatic effect, stage direction and the
motivation of the characters – invaluable skills and
knowledge to support them in their preparations for
GCSE examinations.
Plans for the next pledge day in the summer term are
already underway and we look forward to seeing how
well our students rise to the challenges of competition on
the sporting field.
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